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our recent AWARDS
Complexica's Larry the Digital Analyst® was named winner of the 2020 Australian
Business Award in Business Innovation and Digital Transformation categories. The
award was based on Complexica's innovative use of multiple, self-selecting algorithms
for automating the complex analytical tasks that underpin the decision-making
process and providing optimised decision recommendations to customers.

This

award recognises the important role that our Artificial Intelligence platform plays
within companies of all sizes to improve their business performance in an increasingly
dynamic, complex, and data-rich world.

Complexica's Larry the Digital Analyst® was named winner of the 2019 Australian
Business Award for Software Innovation. The award was based on Complexica's
innovative use of multiple, self-selecting algorithms to automatically access a vast
array of external data sources, analyse them along with internal customer data, and
provide optimised recommendations for sales, marketing, & supply chain staff on a
fully automated basis.
Complexica’s Larry, the Digital Analyst® was named the 2018 Australian "Innovation
of the Year". The iAwards are the longest-running, most broadly scoped, innovation
recognition program in Australia, and the Innovation of the Year award is chosen
from the Australian national winners across all states and categories, and the award
goes to the most outstanding innovation of 2018.

Complexica’s “Touchless” CRM was named winner of the 2018 Australian Business
Award for CRM Innovation. The Australian Business Awards are an annual allencompassing awards program which recognises organisations that demonstrate
business innovation, product innovation, technological achievement and employee
engagement via a set of comprehensive award categories.

Complexica's Chief Scientist - Dr. Zbigniew Michalewicz - was named winner of the
2018 Science Excellence Awards in the category of STEM Professional (Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics). The STEM Professional Award recognises
STEM professionals and researchers who are presently working in South Australia,
either in the private sector companies or public sector agencies, and are making
an outstanding contribution in their field. These Awards identify and promote
professional excellence across the full spectrum of professional activities including
research and development within STEM.
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Decision Cloud® is a modularized, cloud-based software platform that can empower your staff to make better decisions across multiple business functions, including
sales, marketing, and supply chain. The Decision Cloud® software modules are powered by Larry, the Digital Analyst®, which is based upon the latest advances in
Artificial Intelligence and big data analytics, and was named the 2018 Australian Innovation of the Year and 2019 Australian Software Innovation of the Year.
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Larry, the digital analyst®
Good decisions create value – whether they’re pricing decisions, marketing decisions, resource allocation
decisions, or production decisions. Poor decisions on the other hand, destroy value. The problem
with making good decisions – particularly in complex and dynamic environments – is the daunting
amount of data analysis that must be undertaken. By the time it's done – if at all – the opportunity has
usually expired. For this reason, business decisions are usually sub-optimal at best. And the greater the
operational scale and complexity, the more sub optimal they become.
Powered by the latest advances in Artificial Intelligence, Larry, the Digital Analyst® (named the 2018
Australian Innovation of the Year and 2019 Australian Software Innovation of the Year) automates these
complex analytical tasks and workflows, enabling staff to make better & faster decisions in the most
complex of environments. Larry, the Digital Analyst® is cloud-based and deployed through our highlymodularised software platform called Decision Cloud®, which consists of the following modules:
•

Promotional Campaign Manager (PCM) for optimising retail promotions, pricing, and ranging, as
well as trade spend allocation

•

What-if Simulator & Optimiser for optimising sales territory mapping, resource distribution,
journey plans, customer segmentation, as well as media spend and marketing mix and media
spend optimisation

•

Customer Opportunity Profiler (COP) for profiling customers, optimising call planning, and
personalising customer interactions (Next Best Conversations)

•

Order Management System (OMS) for intelligent quoting, order processing, and dynamic pricing

•

"Touchless" CRM  for sales force automation and single customer view

•

E-commerce Recommendation Engine for optimising online sales

•

Supply Chain Optimisation & Planning Environment (SCOPE) improving demand forecast
accuracy and optimising supply chain activities, particularly in constrained environments
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promotional campaign manager
Complexica's Promotional Campaign Manager (PCM) is part of our Decision Cloud® software
platform. PCM can help your organisation plan and analyse promotional campaigns, as well as predict
and optimise their effectiveness. Powered by Larry, the Digital Analyst®, our Promotional Campaign
Manager (PCM) uses a variety of internal and external data sets to provide practical decision support
for promotional activities. Based on sophisticated models that consider promotional lift, sensitivity
and elasticity across segments, drivers of category buying, and competitor activity, our robust and
easy-to-use Promotional Campaign Manager (PCM) can help you:
•

Replace home-grown spreadsheets with a cloud-based system that provides multi-user access
to the slotting board, forward plans, and dashboard analytics

•

Provide predictive capabilities to forecast and measure the value of plans based on volume,
revenue, and margin predictions

•

Provide optimisation capabilities to produce optimised promotional plans based on a variety of
constraints and objectives (for example, maximising margin in one territory while not decreasing
revenue in others)

•

Automate data loading, handling, and manipulation, and make use of externally available data
(like competitor activity)
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what-if simulator & Optimiser
Complexica's What-if Simulator & Optimiser is part of our Decision Cloud® software platform; it can
provide decision support for complex “what-if” questions by generating probabilistic predictions and
optimised outcomes. Powered by Larry, the Digital Analyst®, our What-if Simulator & Optimiser can
help you:
•

Optimise sales territory mapping across the dimensions of size, roles and geography

•

Optimise resource distribution to ensure the right staff are assigned to the right activities at the
right time

•

Segment customers by opportunity value rather than historical sales, allowing you to optimise
for opportunity value (rather than just sales coverage)

•

Optimise journey plans for each individual sales rep to maximise selling time and number of calls
made per day

•

Model market conditions to develop an optimal response for various scenarios

•

Optimise marketing mix and media spend to understand effectiveness and impact

Our What-if Simulator & Optimiser is commonly used to optimise outcomes and predict the market
impact (i.e. revenue, margin, market share) of making changes to:
•

Structure of sales territories

•

Size and distribution of sales staff

•

Type of sales staff and their skill set

•

Sales activities, call cycles, and journey plans

•

Customer segmentation

•

Marketing mix and media spend

•

Pricing strategies
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Customer Opportunity Profiler
Complexica's Customer Opportunity Profiler (COP) is part of our Decision Cloud® software platform
that can provide your sales staff with optimised recommendations on what customers & prospects to
visit, what personalised conversations to deliver, and what journey plan to use. Powered by Larry, the
Digital Analyst®, our Customer Opportunity Profiler (COP) can help you:
•

Increase yield on sales resources by directing sales staff to the highest-value opportunities or
potential problems in each territory

•

Reduce customer churn by automatically identifying customers at risk of potential churn

•

Increase number of sales calls made each day by optimising journey plans and automating precall reports

•

Increase share of wallet by automatically estimating the opportunity value of each customer and
identifying cross-sell opportunities

•

Personalise customer conversations by providing sales staff with Next Best Conversation™ or
Next Best Action recommendations for each call or visit

Complexica's Customer Opportunity Profiler (COP) monitors all your customers & prospects in real time
– including their sales volumes, social media activity, complaints, service levels, and more – to identify
opportunities or problems as they emerge. Through this continuous analysis, our Customer Opportunity
Profiler (COP) can direct sales staff to the largest opportunities or problems in each territory, and arm
them with personalised messages and value-adding insights for each call.
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Order Management System
Complexica's intelligent Order Management System (OMS) is part of our Decision Cloud® software
platform that can generate "margin-optimised" quotes and orders within call centres, in-field selling
environments, and online portals. Powered by Larry, the Digital Analyst®, our Order Management
System (OMS) can help you:
•

Improve “average margin per order” through dynamic and optimised pricing recommendations
during the quoting process. By analysing price variations for each combination of product,
customer type, geography, and volume, sales reps are provided with “best” and “acceptable” prices
for each product/customer combination

•

Improve “average revenue per order” through dynamic cross-selling and up-selling
recommendations that are specific to each customer type and geography

•

Reduce “non-selling time” of sales staff by automating research and analysis to understand how
customers are trending, what they're likely to buy, in what quantity, and at what price

Based on self-learning algorithms that automatically update in real-time, our Order Management System
(OMS) “self-tunes” to create improvements in the conversion rate and average order value.
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e-commerce recommendation engine
Complexica's E-commerce Recommendation Engine is powered by Larry, the Digital Analyst® and
provides dynamic and personalised cross-sell and up-sell recommendations for B2B and B2C selling
environments. Based on self-learning algorithms that automatically update in real-time, our E-commerce
Recommendation Engine "self-tunes" to create improvements in the conversion rate and average order
value, as well as the customer shopping experience. To maximise relevance, conversion, and margin,
our E-commerce Recommendation Engine goes beyond simple affinity analysis for analysing market
baskets to provide your online portal with:
•

Optimised cross-sell and up-sell offers based on customer micro-segmentation analysis that
draws on both internal and external data

•

Automated product substitution recommendations for where a higher-margin substitute
is available. Product descriptions are read by Larry, the Digital Analyst® in natural language to
generate a product substitution matrix, which improves over time through machine learning

•

Dynamic pricing based on customer profiling and micro-segmentation analysis, as well as realtime buying and browsing analysis. For products and services limited by capacity or supply,
yield can be maximised by factoring in demand, supply, customer history and behaviour, as well
external factors such as time of day and device
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"touchless" CRM
Complexica’s award-winning "Touchless" CRM can provide your organisation with a single view of each
customer, a historical record of all interactions, and a variety of reports, alerts, and notifications – all
without burdening end users with data entry. As your sales staff go about their job, Larry, the Digital
Analyst® monitors their plans, tasks, quotes, orders, customer interactions, and executed activities, and
automatically updates the appropriate customer or prospect record. The less time your staff spends
updating CRM, the greater their compliance will be.
As part of Complexica’s Decision Cloud® software platform, our "Touchless" CRM integrates seamlessly
with our Order Management System (OMS) for generating "margin-optimised" quotes and orders,
and with our Customer Opportunity Profiler (COP) for optimising call planning, journey planning,
and personalisation through optimised Next Best Conversation™ recommendations. Benefits of our
"Touchless" CRM include:
•

Increased return/yield on sales resources by directing sales staff to the highest-value
opportunities in each territory

•

Improved  “average margin per order” through optimised pricing recommendations

•

Increased share of wallet by automatically estimating the opportunity value of each customer
and identifying cross-sell opportunities

•

Automated customer & prospect research to understand how a customer is trending, what
they're likely to buy, in what quantity, and at what price

•

Increased effectiveness of prospect “targeting” by automatically profiling customers &
prospects and assigning them to “micro-segments”

•

Personalisation through automated value-adding insights and optimised Next Best
Conversation™ recommendations for each visit or call

•

Retained corporate memory through the automated record-keeping of plans, tasks, quotes,
orders, customer interactions, and executed activities
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supply chain optimisation & planning environment (SCOPE)
As part of Complexica’s modularized Decision Cloud® software platform, our Supply Chain Optimisation
& Planning Environment (SCOPE) is an integrated supply & demand optimisation environment specifically
for for manufacturers, distributors, and retailers characterised by a large SKU range and long tail of
customers. SCOPE employs Artificial Intelligence algorithms and advanced forecasting and optimisation
techniques to provide supply chain staff with a holistic view of demand, supply, pricing, and logistics.
Powered by Larry, the Digital Analyst®, our Supply Chain Optimisation & Planning Environment (SCOPE)
can help you:
•

Find the optimal level of inventory to meet demand while reducing working capital exposure

•

Minimise the risk of lost sales due to stock-outs

•

Forecast demand using advanced statistical techniques, as well as modern Artificial Intelligence
methods like Deep Learning

•

Readily adapt inventory to changes in downstream demand or upstream supply

•

Go beyond traditional MRP by replenishing using a number of best practice replenishment
methodologies

•

Automate the inbound delivery process

•

Collaborate with customers and suppliers on forecasting, promotions, pricing and inventory
replenishment through dedicated supplier and customer views
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